Foreign Small Cap Equities
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International equity investing is widely accepted by institutional investors
as a way to diversify their portfolios. In addition, expanding the equity
investment universe to include small companies increases the efficiency
of most portfolios. In this paper, we examine how much of an investment
fund’s foreign equity portfolio should be allocated to small cap equities,
and recommend it be up to 20% of the developed foreign equity allocation.
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Large cap vs. small cap investing
Because of the benefits of diversification, investors generally experience lower
overall volatility if they invest in foreign markets. Often, investors who invest in
developed foreign markets benchmark themselves to the MSCI EAFE index (Europe,
Australasia, and Far East).1 However, the MSCI EAFE index contains only mid- to large
capitalization stocks, which on average have a market capitalization of $2 billion
or more. This ignores the large investable universe of small capitalization foreign
developed market equities, which consist of stocks with a market capitalization of
about $2 billion or less. As of December 2018, the average market capitalization of
the MSCI EAFE index was $17.6 billion, whereas for the MSCI EAFE Small Cap index,
the average market cap was $1.3 billion.
Owning only large capitalization international stocks limits an investor’s opportunities
in the international markets. Larger companies are typically more mature with fewer
opportunities for significant growth, while smaller companies may provide investors
with exposure to newer developing goods, technologies, or services. For the period
1975 through 2018, small capitalization developed international stocks returned 11.0%
per annum versus 9.8% for large capitalization developed international stocks.2 This
appears to be an international manifestation of the famous “small stock effect,” an
empirical discovery regarding the outperformance of domestic small cap stocks
relative to domestic large cap stocks.

¹ W
 hile some investors will use the
broader MSCI ACWI ex-US, the scope
of this paper is limited to developed
markets.

2

T hroughout this paper, foreign
small caps are proxied by the
Independence International
Associates (IIA) Small Cap index
through December 2000 and
the MSCI EAFE Small Cap index
thereafter (representing the
inception of the latter), foreign large
caps are proxied by the MSCI EAFE
index, US equities are proxied by the
DJ Wilshire 5000 through December
1978 and the Russell 3000 thereafter,
and US bonds are proxied by the
Bloomberg Barclays US Aggregate.

Surprisingly, the historical outperformance of foreign small caps occurred with the
same amount of volatility (risk). The annualized standard deviation of foreign small
caps and large caps for the same period was 16.9%. Hence, foreign small cap stocks
have outperformed on both an absolute and risk-adjusted basis.
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This has certainly not been the case in the United States, where small caps have been
consistently more volatile than large caps over the same period (see appendix A).
The following chart shows that foreign small caps have on occasion been less volatile
over rolling three year periods than foreign large caps. The longest such stretch
coincides with the run up of the Japanese market in the 1980s.
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Historically, developed foreign market equities and domestic equities have produced
returns that have not been perfectly correlated with one another. The following chart
compares the returns of the broad US equity market with those of the developed
foreign markets.
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Smaller capitalization foreign equities have also experienced slightly lower correlations
to the US markets than have their larger counterparts. From 1975 through 2018, the
correlation of small international stocks to US stocks was approximately 0.63. For the
same period, the correlation of large international stocks to the US market was 0.65.
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This slightly lower correlation may be the result of foreign small caps’ relative focus
on their home countries’ domestic markets (compared with their larger and more
multinational brethren).
As the following chart indicates, correlation with the broad US market over three
year periods have often been lower for foreign small caps than for foreign large
caps, particularly since 1998. However, correlations with the US market climbed
higher than the long-term average around this same time, and they jumped still
higher during the Global Financial Crisis. If this latter trend represents a permanent
change, it will mean reduced diversification benefits going forward. Nevertheless,
small capitalization foreign stocks should present US investors with more meaningful
opportunities to diversify their portfolios than would foreign large cap stocks alone.
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Why have small caps outperformed?
It is important to understand why smaller stocks have outperformed historically
if we are to determine if they should continue to outperform. One hypothesis for
the outperformance of small cap stocks in the US has been that small stocks have
commanded a premium because they were riskier than were their large cap brethren.
Yet, as discussed earlier, the volatility of small cap stocks overseas has not been
greater than large cap stocks historically. Moreover, as the downside capture ratio in
the following table illustrates, small caps have held up better than the broad foreign
equity market on average during market downturns. Hence, there is little evidence
to support the argument that foreign small cap investors have received a premium
due to the greater risk of small cap stocks.
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Foreign Small Cap

% of Negative Months

Performance When
EAFE was Negative3

Downside Capture
Ratio

40%

-3.2%

88%

TABLE 1
Bear Market Performance,
1975 — 2018
3

Another hypothesis is that foreign small cap stocks were priced much more cheaply
relative to larger stocks earlier in this period, and that their valuations have since
compressed to a level roughly equivalent with large cap stocks. Unfortunately, PriceEarnings data for the MSCI EAFE Small Cap index is not available prior to 2003 so
this is difficult to confirm or disprove. However, since 2003, foreign small cap stocks
have traded at a consistent and meaningful premium over foreign large cap stocks
(see the following chart). Such a large premium is usually due to the market having
significantly higher growth expectations, in this case for smaller stocks.
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R
 epresents average monthly
performance during months when
the MSCI EAFE index was negative.
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Growth and value considerations
Domestically, historical data indicates that value stocks have outperformed growth
stocks over long periods. In foreign markets, the data similarly indicate that
value-oriented securities have outperformed growth-oriented securities. Indeed,
international small cap value stocks have outperformed international small cap
growth stocks on both an absolute and risk adjusted basis. From 1975 through 2018,
international small cap value equities gained an average of 14.0% per year, almost
300 basis points higher than the 11.1% average for international small cap growth.4
The premium for value-stock investors has been persistent. The following chart
displays the difference between value stock and growth stock performance on a
rolling three-year basis. Since 1975, growth stocks have outperformed value stocks
for only 14% of the rolling three year periods. The largest such anomaly occurred
during the dot-com bubble of the late 1990s, and it was both quickly and strongly
reversed.
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4

F oreign small cap value is proxied
by the Independence International
Associates (IIA) Small Cap Value
index through May 1994 and the
MSCI EAFE Small Cap Value index
thereafter (representing the
inception of the latter); foreign
small cap growth is proxied by
the Independence International
Associates (IIA) Small Cap Growth
index through May 1994 and the
MSCI EAFE Small Cap Growth index
thereafter. IIA relied on price book
value ratios as the determining
factor as to which of the two subindices, value or growth, a security
falls.
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In addition to their outperformance, small value companies displayed a lower amount
of volatility. The annualized standard deviation for small value stocks was 16.9% while
it was 17.4% for small growth. Hence, value stocks produced considerably superior
risk-adjusted returns. Correlations to the US equity markets were roughly even, at
0.59 for small value stocks and 0.62 for small growth.
Why has value outperformed?
Just as understanding the past outperformance of small stocks was important in
determining their future prospects, it is imperative to understand why small cap value
stocks have outperformed small cap growth stocks. The two primary explanations
relate to risk and human behavior.
If value stocks were more risky, then investors would logically expect to be compensated
through a higher return over time. In a 1996 paper, Fama and French argued that
when one looked at individual company fundamentals, value stocks in the US were
those “more prone to financial distress.”5 Further, a 2004 paper by Doukas, Kim, and
Pantzalis suggested that value stocks represent a higher level of risk because there
is a greater dispersion of earnings estimates for these stocks.6 However, many other
academic studies dismiss the theory that value stocks are more risky. For example,
Lakonishok, Shleifer, and Vishny reviewed historical return data and concluded that
risk did not explain the value premium in the US.7 As the following performance table
illustrates, value stocks have historically proved less risky than growth stocks. Thus,
as with the small stock premium, risk does not appear to have been a major driver
of the value premium.

% of Negative
Months

Performance When
Small Cap was
Negative8

Downside Capture
Ratio

Foreign Small Cap Value

38%

-3.3%

93%

Foreign Small Cap Growth

40%

-3.6%

103%
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5

S ource: Fama, Eugene F., and
Kenneth R. French. 1996. “Multifactor
Explanations of Asset Pricing
Anomalies.” Journal of Finance, vol. 51,
no. 1 (March): 55-84.

6

S ource: Doukas, John A., Kim
Channsog, and Pantzalis, Christos.
2004. “Divergent Opinions and
the Performance of Value Stocks.”
Financial Analysts Journal, vol. 60, no.
6 (Nov/Dec): 55-63.

7

S ource: Lakonishok, Josef, Shleifer,
Andrei, and Vishny, Robert W.
1994. “Contrarian Investment,
Extrapolation, and Risk.” Journal of
Finance, vol. 49, no. 5 (December):
1541-78.

TABLE 2
Bear Market Performance,
1975 — 2018
8

R
 epresents average performance
during months when the Foreign
Small Cap composite was negative.
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However, there are good reasons to believe that investors behave irrationally in the
area of growth and value stocks. Investors expect that a company that has been
growing quickly and consistently will continue this trend to a greater degree than is
justified by historical data. Conversely, a company that has produced disappointing
earnings will likely be dismissed as being in a permanent decline. This persistent
over-reaction leads a value oriented investor to avoid owning companies that are
overpriced due to excessive optimism and to buy companies that are underpriced as
the result of excessive pessimism.
In addition, equity (sell-side) analysts are generally more interested in recommending
successful stocks with exciting businesses than troubled businesses that may be
cheap. Similarly, portfolio managers find it easier to defend their investments in stocks
that have done well recently than those that have displayed weak fundamentals.

We expect that human behavior will not
change, we believe that the average investor
will continue to overpay for the implied
promise of future earnings growth.
In our view, these behavioral issues are the most compelling explanations for the
value effect. This view is important when making strategic allocations to value and
growth stocks. Specifically, because we expect that human behavior will not change,
we believe that the average investor will continue to overpay for the implied promise
of future earnings growth. Hence, we expect that the value effect will persist.

Asset allocation strategies
To illustrate the effect of altering the composition of an investor’s developed foreign
equity allocation, we calculated the potential outcomes of three different international
asset allocations within part of an overall allocation consisting of 40% US equities,
40% US bonds, and 20% foreign stocks. As the following table illustrates, a higher
allocation to small cap international equities would have led to slightly higher longterm returns at the same volatility.

20% Large Cap

15% Large Cap
5% Small Cap

10% Large Cap
10% Small Cap

Annualized Return

9.7%

9.8%

9.8%

Standard Deviation

9.2%

9.2%

9.2%
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Historical Returns for 40%
U.S. Equity / 20% Foreign
Equity / 40% U.S. Fixed
Income Allocations, 1976 —
2018 with Different Mixes
Within 20% Foreign Equity
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Similarly, the following table shows the historical returns for foreign equity portfolios
comprising varying amounts of small cap equities. For example, by investing 30% of
a fund’s foreign equities in small cap, the total return for the foreign equity allocation
would have increased twenty basis points, while volatility would have been reduced
by twenty basis points.
100/0

90/10

80/20

70/30

Return

9.8%

9.9%

10.0%

10.2%

Standard Deviation

16.9%

16.8%

16.7%

16.7%

Sharpe Ratio

0.37

0.38

0.39

0.39

TABLE 4
Foreign Large Cap /
Foreign Small Cap,
1975 — 2018

Implementation issues
Market liquidity and trading costs
Since lower liquidity is generally associated with higher trading costs, commission
and execution costs tend to be higher for smaller-sized issues. Further, it can be
difficult to buy and sell small cap stocks in a timely manner, particularly when the
market as a whole or an individual issue is experiencing selling pressure. Indeed,
the weighted average bid-ask spread for small European stocks was as low as 14
basis points in the benign environment of early 2011, but as high as 37 basis points in
the volatile periods of March 2009 and August 2011.9 Transaction costs for small cap
stocks overseas have declined considerably over the past decade, but they remain
higher than do those for large cap stocks. High trading costs make low turnover
strategies more attractive.

9

S ource: Deutsche Bank. Analysis
was conducted on the SCXP, a
composite of 200 European stocks
with a weighted average market
cap of $431 billion as of September
30, 2011.

Management fees
Managing a portfolio of international small cap stocks is expensive. According to
eVestment Alliance, as of December 2018 the median actively managed non-US
international small cap manager charged a fee of 104 basis points for a $10 million
mutual fund portfolio, as compared to the 86 basis point fee charged by comparable
large cap managers. These both far exceed the median fee for a similarly sized
passive EAFE fund, which stands at 7 basis points, though this investment space is
significantly less developed. Such high fees present a significant performance hurdle
for portfolio managers. We note however, that such fees are typically negotiable,
especially for larger mandates. Shown below is the median fee across fund types,
demonstrating this.
Separate
Accounts

Commingled
Funds

Mutual
Funds

MSCI EAFE Small Cap Active

95 bps

90 bps

104 bps

MSCI EAFE Large Cap Active

70 bps

70 bps

86 bps
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Active and passive management
Historically, foreign small cap equity markets have provided opportunities to add value
through active management. While passive management provides diversification
benefits, active management can control risks and improve performance. Skilled
investors have opportunities to add value by allocating holdings between markets and
within markets. The limited research coverage, intrinsic inefficiencies, and inherent
volatility of small cap stocks create a better opportunity for the savvy manager to
add value. We believe that skilled managers can add value, especially those running
concentrated portfolios. However, a single manager who invests a concentrated
portfolio will likely exhibit very high tracking error (i.e., their returns will likely deviate
substantially from the benchmark, especially over short periods).
The following table compares the average Jensen’s alpha10 for several universes of
active foreign equity managers versus their respective benchmarks for the sevenyear period ended December 2018.11 The risk-adjusted return of the median foreign
small stock manager during this period was 87 basis points per annum higher than
that of the benchmark, gross of fees. In addition, the larger difference in returns
between top and bottom quartile managers (i.e., the inter quartile spread) for small
cap managers implies that there is greater opportunity for a skilled manager to add
value.
25th Percentile
Manager

Median
Manager

75th Percentile
Manager

Foreign Large Cap

175 bp

114 bp

25 bp

Foreign Small Cap

229 bp

87 bp

9 bp

10

11

J ensen’s alpha reflects the average
outperformance, adjusted for each
manager’s market risk (i.e., beta).
S ource: eVestment Alliance. The
Foreign Large Cap universe was
composed of 303 managers and
benchmarked to the MSCI EAFE
index. The Foreign Small Cap
universe was composed of 34
managers and benchmarked to the
MSCI EAFE Small Cap index.

TABLE 6

On the surface, the historical record implies that active foreign small cap equity
managers have outperformed the passive benchmark on average. However, it is
important to note that the sample may have a significant upward bias as poorly
performing investment products may have been liquidated or simply stopped
reporting. The true effect of survivorship bias is difficult to assess accurately with
any asset class, but the relatively small sample size of active foreign small cap
market managers warrants additional caution. Additionally, much if not all of this
gross outperformance could be offset by higher fees for active management. Still, we
believe the data supports the use of, though not necessarily a preference for, active
managers.
Finding skilled and open managers
One of the most important aspects of active investing in foreign small cap stocks is
finding skilled investment managers. A 2009 study by S&P showed that only 23% of
active foreign small cap managers who were in the top quartile over the preceding
three years remained there for the subsequent three-year period.12 Hence, there is
little evidence to indicate persistence of manager outperformance.
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S ource: Soe, Aye M. and Dash, S.
(August 2009). “It’s a Small World:
Manager Dynamics in International
Small Cap.” Standard & Poor’s.
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If, however, skilled portfolio managers are identified, another problem may arise. Small
foreign small cap strategies with good track records often close to new investors, due
to capacity issues. As of 2018, however, this number was relatively small, as just three
of the 62 EAFE small cap managers referenced in the eVestment Alliance universe
were closed to new investors.
Timing
Investors may opt to look toward various methods of valuation as an indicator of
future returns. Metrics such as the price to earnings or price to book ratio are often
used as ways to project how the asset class will perform in the future. While these are
not always accurate indicators, there is some correlation between these valuation
metrics. For example, shown below are the correlations between the 1-, 3-, 5-, and 10year average P/B ratios and the corresponding forward returns for the foreign large
and small cap indices. Both relationships demonstrate negative correlation, meaning
that a higher price to book ratio is indicative of reduced future returns. However,
investors should not base their conclusions solely on this, due to the presence of
significant outliers (see scatterplot in Appendix C) showing that factors other than
these valuation metrics can and often do have a greater impact on the performance
of these two indices.
1 Year

3 Year

5 Year

10 Year

Correlation

-0.19

-0.53

-0.72

-0.76

R2

0.03

0.28

052

0.58

Summary and recommendations
Since 1975, foreign small capitalization stocks have outperformed large capitalization
stocks by approximately 100 basis points per year and have offered US investors
diversification opportunities. Furthermore, small value stocks have outperformed
small growth stocks by an average of almost 300 basis points per year. However, the
correlation between international stocks and domestic stocks increased substantially
over the past decade, thus reducing the diversification benefits of foreign equities,
including small cap stocks.

TABLE 7
Correlation and R2 Values
Between Average P/B
Ratios13 and Forwarded
Returns for Foreign Small
Cap Equities
13

P /B ratios calculated at for each
month using month-end closing
price divided by average of monthly
book values for preceding N years.

Meketa Investment Group believes that foreign small cap stocks are appropriate for
most long term portfolios. We recommend that investors with large, well-diversified
equity portfolios allocate a market cap weighting to small cap stocks, and we would
be comfortable with up to 20% of an investor’s developed foreign equity (i.e., EAFE)
assets being in small cap stocks.
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Meketa Investment Group believes that both active and passive management are
appropriate for gaining exposure to smaller capitalization foreign equities. We
believe that skilled managers can add value, especially those running concentrated
portfolios. While large investors are able to reduce tracking error through the
development of a portfolio of complementary concentrated managers, indexing may
be appropriate for other investors. We also recommend a dedicated mandate, as
many EAFE or global equity managers hold only a limited amount (if any) small cap
exposure in their portfolios.
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Appendix A
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Appendix B
Weight (%)
Sector

MSCI EAFE Small Cap

MSCI EAFE

Consumer Discretionary

13.1

11.2

Consumer Staples

6.9

11.6

Energy

2.4

5.9

Financials

11.7

19.5

Health Care

7.5

11.2

Industrials

21.4

14.3

Information Technology

9.2

6.0

Materials

8.5

7.4

Telecommunication Services

4.7

5.6

Utilities

2.4

3.8

Real Estate

12.2

3.7
Weight (%)

Region

MSCI EAFE Small Cap

MSCI EAFE

North America

0.0

0.1

United Kingdom

18.0

14.9

Western Europe ex-UK

32.7

47.7

Eastern Europe/Middle East

1.7

0.2

Japan

31.5

24.6

Pacific Rim ex-Japan

12.1

12.4
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Foreign Small Cap
Sector Weightings as of
December 31, 2018

TABLE 9
Foreign Small Cap
Regional Weightings as of
December 31, 2018
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Appendix C
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Disclaimers
This document is for general information and educational purposes only, and must
not be considered investment advice or a recommendation that the reader is to
engage in, or refrain from taking, a particular investment-related course of action.
Any such advice or recommendation must be tailored to your situation and objectives.
You should consult all available information, investment, legal, tax and accounting
professionals, before making or executing any investment strategy. You must
exercise your own independent judgment when making any investment decision.
All information contained in this document is provided “as is,” without any
representations or warranties of any kind. We disclaim all express and implied
warranties including those with respect to accuracy, completeness, timeliness, or
fitness for a particular purpose. We assume no responsibility for any losses, whether
direct, indirect, special or consequential, which arise out of the use of this presentation.
All investments involve risk. There can be no guarantee that the strategies, tactics,
and methods discussed in this document will be successful.
Data contained in this document may be obtained from a variety of sources and may
be subject to change. We disclaim any and all liability for such data, including without
limitation, any express or implied representations or warranties for information or
errors contained in, or omissions from, the information. We shall not be liable for any
loss or liability suffered by you resulting from the provision to you of such data or
your use or reliance in any way thereon.
Nothing in this document should be interpreted to state or imply that past results are
an indication of future performance. Investing involves substantial risk. It is highly
unlikely that the past will repeat itself. Selecting an advisor, fund, or strategy based
solely on past returns is a poor investment strategy. Past performance does not
guarantee future results.
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